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ABSTRACT 
d variant has rapidly become the predominant pandemic driver and yielded four subvariants 
(d1, d2, d3 and d4). Among them, d1 has been mainly responsible for the latest COVID-19 
waves in India, Southeast Asia, Europe and the USA. A relevant question is how d subvariants 
may have driven the pandemic in the rest of the world. In both Israel and Qatar, mRNA-based 
vaccination has been rolled out competitively, but the outcomes are quite different in terms of 
controlling the recent waves resulting from d variant. This raises the question whether d 
subvariants have acted differently in Israel and Qatar. In both countries, d variant was first 
identified in April 2021 and d1 subvariant constituted ~50% d genomes from April to May 
2021. But the situation started to diverge in June 2021: In Israel, d1 variant was encoded by 
92.0% d genomes, whereas this fraction was only 43.9% in Qatar. Moreover, a d1 sublineage 
encoding spike T791I was identified in Israel but not Qatar. This sublineage accounted for 31.8% 
d genomes sequenced in June 2021 and declined to 13.3% in October 2021. In August 2021, 
d1 also became dominant in Qatar and a major sublineage encoding spike D1259H emerged. 
This sublineage has evolved further and acquired additional spike substitutions, including 
K97E, S255F, I693S, I712S, I1104L, E1258D and/or V1177I, in Qatar and other countries, 
such as Czech Republic, France and Mexico. Monthly distribution of the above sublineages 
suggests that the one from Qatar is much more of concern than that from Israel. Different from 
what was in Israel and Qatar, d2 subvariant has also been important in Bahrain, whereas a d2 
sublineage encoding spike V1264L and A1736V of NSP3 was dominant in June 2021, but was 
gradually taken over by d1 subvariant. These results suggest that d1 and d2 subvariants 
continue their evolution in different countries. The recent successful pandemic control in Israel, 
Qatar and Bahrain supports that d1 and d2 subvariants are still sensitive to timed vaccination, 
thereby urging the use of optimal immunity as a strategy to block SARS-COV-2 evolution and 
control the pandemic. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has caused the pandemic, led to tragic loss of life, 
overloaded health care systems and crippled the economy around the world. Genomic 
surveillance of SARS-CoV-2 has firmly established that its evolution is the driving force of 
this pandemic [1]. In addition to many variants of interests [1], the virus has yielded four 
variants of concern as designated by the WHO: a (B.1.1.7) [2], b (B.1.351) [3], g (P.1) [4] and 
d (B.1.617.2) [5]. I reasoned that the evolutionary trajectory of SARS-COV-2 would yield 
important insights into potential candidates for future variants of concern, which would in turn 
help us take pre-emptive strikes against such candidates. To dissect the evolutionary trajectory, 
I have leveraged the >4 million SARS-COV-2 genomes in the GISAID (global initiative on 
sharing avian influenza data) sequence database [6]. As a scientist who had focused mainly on 
mouse development, genetic disease and cancer before the pandemic [7-10], I have been so 
impressed and deeply moved by the coordinated global efforts in generating and maintaining 
this invaluable GISAID resource when such an unprecedented challenge arrived in a totally 
unexpected manner. When I found this database during the initial lockdown in March 2020, I 
asked whether my expertise and knowledge about genetic and cancer mutations, protein 
structure and function, and post-translational protein modifications [11] could be helpful for 
annotating SARS-COV-2 mutations. Because of the GISAID database [6] and two highly 
useful bioinformatic tools developed by scientists in Europe [12-14], I have recently found that 
d variant had evolved and yielded four subvariants (d1, d2, d3 and d4) in India before spreading 
to other countries [15]. Among the subvariants, d1 has emerged as the major pandemic driver 
and d2 plays a much less important role, whereas d3 and d4 have gradually faded away [15]. 
d1 subvariant is also a major pandemic driver in Europe [15], the USA [16], Indonesia, 
Singapore and Malaysia [17], raising the question whether it is also true in the rest of the world. 

In parallel, I have followed how effective vaccination has been against SARS-COV-2 
and its variants in different countries around the world. While I was so thrilled to witness that 
after Israel rolled out its vaccination program, COVID-19 cases dropped sharply in the spring 
of 2021, it was puzzling that d variant then caused a surging wave in the summer. In comparison, 
the latest wave due to d variant is much less severe in Qatar, another pioneer in rolling out 
mRNA-based vaccines. This difference raises the possibility that composition of d subvariants 
may have contributed to the different outcomes in Israel and Qatar. In both countries, d1 
subvariant constituted ~50% d genomes from April to May 2021. But the situation started to 
diverge in June 2021, with d1 variant being much more dominant in Israel than it was in Qatar. 
Moreover, a d1 sublineage encoding spike T791I was identified in Israel but not Qatar. Thus, 
composition of d subvariants in June 2021 may be one factor behind the different pandemic 
outcomes in Israel and Qatar. Another difference is the pace at which vaccination was rolled 
out: Israel had achieved full vaccination in >50% of its population by the end of March 2021, 
but Qatar only reached a similar level in June 2021 (Our World in Data, 
https://ourworldindata.org/; accessed on October 29, 2021). Related to this, two recent studies 
have uncovered that waning immunity has contributed significantly to the latest surging wave 
of COVID-19 cases in Israel [18,19].  

In August 2021, d1 also became dominant in Qatar and a major sublineage encoding 
D1259H at the cytoplasmic tail of spike protein emerged. Unexpectedly, monthly distribution 
of d genomes suggests that this sublineage is more of concern than that from Israel. For 
comparison, I have analyzed SARS-COV-2 genomes identified in Bahrain, another Middle 
East country that has also rolled out a vaccination program competitively. Different from what 
was observed in Israel and Qatar, both d1 and d2 subvariants have been important in Bahrain. 
In the country, a d2 sublineage encoding spike V1264L, just five residues away from D1259H 
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[17], was dominant in June 2021 but has been gradually taken over by d1 subvariant since then. 
The recent successful pandemic control in all three countries suggest that these different 
sublineages are all sensitive to vaccination, reiterating that optimal immunity is an effective 
strategy to block evolution of d subvariants and control the pandemic. In comparison, genomic 
information is relatively much more limited from other countries in the Middle East. Thus, to 
avoid fighting in the dark, it is important to use genomic surveillance as the guiding light to 
combat this constantly evolving virus. Both genomic surveillance and optimal vaccination 
should help us end the prolonged pandemic as swiftly as possible. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
SARS-COV-2 evolution causes multiple waves of COVID-19 cases in Israel 
Since identification of the first COVD-19 case on February 21, 2020, there have been five 
waves in the country (Fig. 1A). Compared to the latest three waves, the first two are relatively 
minor. Among the five waves, the most recent one started at the beginning of June 2021 and is 
the most powerful (Fig. 1A). It should be noted, however, that despite being the most severe in 
terms of the confirmed daily case number, this wave ranked only the third in terms of mortality 
(Our World in Data, accessed on October 30, 2021). Still, it is puzzling that the case number is 
so high with the latest wave because vaccination started at January 2021 and 2-dose vaccination 
had reached 50.5% and 58.6% of the population by March 16 and June 04, 2021, respectively 
(Fig. 1A). Importantly, the country started to administrate booster doses at the beginning of 
August 2021 and has recently reached >44% of the population (Fig. 1A) [18,19]. As a result, 
the surging wave has been brought under control (Fig. 1A) [18,19]. This heroic effort was 
detailed in two important studies that have been published or posted online recently [18,19]. 
One explanation is why the surging wave occurred when 2-dose vaccination had reached such 
a high level is that apparent immunity from vaccination had waned by the summer [18,19]. For 
this, there may be two reasons that are not mutually exclusive: 1) vaccination-induced 
immunity per se declines as time passes, and 2) the virus evolves and yields variants that are 
more resistant to vaccination-induced immunity than the original strain. 

To investigate the second possibility, I analyzed SARS-COV-2 genomes identified and 
sequenced in Israel. For this, I first quantified variant genomes deposited into the GISAID 
database by the country. This analysis revealed that by December 2020, multiple lineages, such 
as B.1.1, B.1.150 and B.1.362, were responsible for the first half of the fourth wave (Fig. 1A). 
In December 2020, a variant was detected (Fig. 1B). Its genome number rapidly rose and made 
it a major pandemic driver in January 2021 (Fig. 1B). In March and April 2021, it was almost 
the sole pandemic driver in the country (Fig. 1B). But its genome number declined in May and 
June 2021, at a speed even faster than its rapid rise in January and February (Fig. 1B). This 
decline coincided with the progress of vaccination (Fig. 1A). Mysteriously, this decline also 
coincided with the rise of the d variant genome number (Fig. 1B). This variant soon became a 
dominant driver in June (Fig. 1B). However, the wave only started to surge in July (Fig. 1A), 
suggesting that there was a latent period in June 2021. 

As described in several recent studies [15-17], d variant has evolved and yielded 
different subvariants. To understand how such subvariants may have contributed to the latest 
surging wave In Israel, I carried out phylogenetic analysis of the 140 d genomes that were 
identified there by June 15, 2021. The analysis was carried out through the package RAxML-
NG [14] to generate 20 maximum likelihood trees and one bestTree for presentation via FigTree. 
As shown in Figs 1C & S1, the genomes form four distinct clusters corresponding to the four 
d subvariants, very similar to what was described in three related studies about d subvariants 
in India, Southeast Asia, Europe and the USA [15-17]. From the phylogenetic tree, it is also 
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clear that d1 subvariant had been dominant, with the other three being relatively minor, in Israel 
by June 15, 2021. In support of this, d1 subvariant has been the dominant subvariant since then 
(Fig. 1D). Since June 2021, this subvariant has accounted for almost 90% of all genomes 
identified in the country (Fig. 1D). The d2 subvariant fraction also rose slightly and reached 
~8.6% in August 2021, but it declined afterwards (Fig. 1D). Therefore, since June 2021, d1 has 
been the dominant subvariant while d2 subvariant has only played a minor role. 
 
Mutation profiling uncovers d1I as a new d1 sublineage 
To examine the 140 d genomes from Israel in more details, I carried out mutation profiling of 
these genomes, by utilizing Coronapp, an effective Web-based COVID-19 genome annotator 
[12,13]. Shown in Fig. 2A-B are substitutions in NSP3 and spike proteins. Three d1-specific 
NSP3 substitutions, A488S, P1228L and P1469S [15-17], are present in ~50% genomes, 
whereas the remaining fraction carries P822L (Fig. 2A), an NSP3 substitution specific to d2, 
d3 and d4 [15-17]. In agreement with this, G215C and R385K of nucleocapsid protein are 
encoded by 90 (64%) and 17 (12%) genomes, respectively (data not shown). The d2-specific 
spike substitution A222V is encoded by 22 (~16%) genomes, whereas the d4-specific spike 
substitution K77T is found with only three genomes (Fig. 2B). Such subvariant composition is 
good agreement with phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 1C), further supporting that d1 had become 
dominant by June 15, 2021.  

Based on the mutation load (i.e., mutation number per genome), there appears two 
populations, with the first peaked at 33 mutations per genome and the second population at 37 
mutations per genome (Fig. 2C). Based on the previous studies [15-17], the first peak 
corresponds to d2, d3 and d4 while the second peak is due to d1. Notably, one d1 genome 
encodes spike T791I and three d2 genomes carry spike V1264L (Fig. 2B). As described below, 
these four genomes are related to two d1 and d2 sublineages identified in July and August 2021. 
Moreover, some genomes encode spike T29A, T250I and Q613H (Fig. 3B), substitutions 
corresponding to a new d1 sublineage that originated in Morocco but has been identified in 
Europe [15]. In addition, one sublineage encodes I850L (Fig. 3B). Moreover, there are some 
d1 genomes encoding S255F (Fig. 2B) and two genomes encoding spike A222V (data not 
shown). Thus, there are genomes corresponding to new d1 sublineage. 

To understand how d variant would evolve in Israel after June 15, 2021, I carried out 
mutation profiling of 1,499 d genomes identified there from September to October, by using 
Coronapp [12,13]. As shown in Fig. 2D, the average mutation load of the major peak is 42 
mutations per genome, which is five mutations more than the average load of the second 
population identified by June 15, 2021 (Fig. 2C), suggesting that additional mutations have 
been gained since June 16, 2021. As shown in Fig. S3A, the predominant majority of the 
genomes encodes d1 subvariant, with only a few for P822L. This P822L population of genomes 
is due to d2 because there are a similar number of genomes encoding spike A222V (Fig. 3B). 
By contrast, no genomes encode spike K77T (Fig. S3B) or nucleocapsid R385K (Fig. S3C), so 
d3 and d4 had faded away in Israel by September 2021. Therefore, d1 has become predominant 
while d2 has only played a minor role.  

One outstanding feature is that a significant subpopulation of the genomes encodes an 
extra spike substitution, T791I. The corresponding new lineage is referred to as d1I, where the 
letter stands for I791. There were 500 d1I genomes identified in June 2021, but this fraction 
(31.8% of all d genomes uncovered during the month) decreased gradually to 13.3% in October 
2021 (Fig. 1D). d1I was first identified in Texas, USA but has spread to other countries around 
the world. There are over 3,310 such genomes in the GISAID database (accessed on October 
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30, 2021) and ~20% of them (578 genomes, mainly from Europe) encode an extra nucleocapsid 
substitution, Q9L. This substitution alters the N-terminal tail of nucleocapsid and the tail is 
known immune epitope, so Q9L may confer immune evasion. No d1I genomes from Israel 
encode this extra substitution.  

Beside T791I, there are some genomes encoding I850L or V1264L (Fig. S3B). The 
latter is associated with d2 variant. V1264L confers a dileucine motif in the cytoplasmic tail of 
spike protein, so a variant carrying such a substitution may exhibit added evolutionary 
advantage [17]. d2L, a d2 sublineage with V1264L, has been identified in the USA [17]. Such 
genomes had been identified in Israel by June 15, 2021 (Fig. 2B), so the sublineage might have 
been imported before then. This sublineage may explain why the d2 genome number stably 
increased from June to August 2021 (Fig. 1D). There are a few genomes encoding three spike 
substitutions, T29A, T250I and Q613H (Fig. S3B). A related d1 sublineage has been identified 
in Europe [15]. Moreover, there are a few d1 genomes encoding spike A222V (data not shown). 
Some of these genomes also carry spike Y145H and are related to a new lineage known as 
AY.4.2 [1] or d1V [15,17,20]. Therefore, since June 2021, d1 subvariant and the sublineage d1I 
have been the major pandemic drivers in Israel. 
 
d subvariants in Qatar by June 2021 
As shown in Fig. 3A, there have been three waves of COVID-19 cases in Qatar, peaked on 
June 03, 2020; April 15, 2021 and August 20, 2021. While  both a and b variants contributed 
significantly to the second wave, d variant was the sole driver of the third wave (Fig. 3A-B). 
To examine d subvariants from Qatar, I carried out phylogenetic analysis of 182 d genomes 
identified in the country, by using the package RAxML-NG [14]. 178 of the genomes had been 
identified by June 30, 2021, with the remaining 4 from July or August 2021. As shown in Fig. 
3C, the genomes form four clusters, with the d1 cluster roughly equal to the sum of the d2, d3 
and d4 clusters. This is different from the situation in Israel, where by June 15, 2021, the d1 
cluster had been much larger than the sum of the d2, d3 and d4 clusters (Fig. 1C). Different 
from that in Israel (Fig. 1C), the d3 cluster larger than the d2 cluster (Figs 3C & S2). This is 
significant as d2 appears to be more virulent than d3 [15-17]. The mutation load distribution of 
the 182 d genomes is shown in Fig. 3E. Clearly, the first population is much larger than the 
counterpart of the genomes from Israel (Fig. 2C). Mutation profiling of the 182 genomes (Fig. 
4) confirms the findings made from phylogenetic analysis (Figs 3C & S2). Notably, neither 
spike T791I nor V1264L was identified in the genomes (Fig. 4B). Notable, the d3 genomes 
encode an extra nucleocapsid substitution, L139F (Fig. 4C). Thus, there are several differences 
between Israel and Qatar in terms of d subvariant genomes identified by June 2021. 
  
Emergence of spike D1259H-encoding d1 sublineages in Qatar and other countries 
To understand how d variant would evolve in Qatar after June 2021, I carried out mutation 
profiling of d genomes identified there afterwards, by using Coronapp [12,13]. There is one 
genome available for July 2021, so only 363 genomes identified from August and September 
2021 were analyzed. Unexpectedly, about 50% of them encode an extra spike substitution, 
D1259H (Fig. 5A). This d1 sublineage is referred to as d1H, where the letter H stands for 
H1259. Intriguingly, this is located at the cytoplasmic tail of spike protein and only five 
residues away from V1264L, a potential driver mutation of a virulent d1 sublineage behind the 
recent surging waves of COVID-19 cases in Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia [17]. There 
are a few genomes encoding T29A, T255I and Q613H, three spike substitutions that are present 
in a d1 sublineage already identified in Europe [15]. On such genome also encodes spike H69L 
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and V70F, two substitutions in a loop that is often deleted in other variants. Although the 
genome number is still low (Fig. 5A), it may be important to watch out d1H genomes encoding 
these extra spike substitutions (i.e., T29A, H69L, V70F, T255I and/or Q613H). 

Among the 363 genomes, 339 were identified in August 2021 and 24 were September. 
Strikingly, almost all 24 genomes encode D1259H along with an extra NSP15 substitution, 
D132Y (data not shown). In addition, several other spike substitutions, S255F, I693S, I712S 
and V1104L, are associated with subpopulations of d1H genomes (Fig. 5A). Among them, 
S255F is present in almost all 24 genomes from September. S255 is at the C-terminal end of a 
loop composed of residues 244-246, which are often deleted in other variants, so S255F may 
confer a similar evolutionary advantage as deletion of the loop itself. I693S and I712S are 
associated with each other in a subpopulation of about 40 genomes (Fig. 5A). Moreover, they 
are present in 6 genomes that also encode S255F. Among the 6 genomes, 5 of them were 
identified in September 2021. Alarmingly, these 6 genomes possess an average mutation load 
of 50 mutations per genome. In comparison, the average mutation load for the 363 genomes is 
44-45 mutations per genome (Fig. 5B). This is still relatively high compared to other d genomes 
identified around the same time [15-17,20]. 
 To determine the origin of d1H, I asked whether there are similar genomes identified in 
other countries. Related to this, there are 312 such genomes in the GISAID database. The initial 
genome was identified in Czech Republic in March 2021. In addition to Qatar, 128 are from 
Mexico and the rest are mainly from Europe. Mutation analysis of these 312 genomes showed 
an average of 45 mutations per genome (Fig. 5C), which is very similar to the value 
corresponding to those from Qatar (Fig. 5B). Unexpectedly, there is a large subpopulation 
(~130 genomes) encoding an extra spike substitution E1258D, adjacent to D1259H (Fig. 5D). 
Over 100 genomes in this subpopulation carry another spike substitution, V1104L (Fig. 5D). 
This is a recurrent substitution and has been found in other variants. V1104 forms a 
hydrophobic core with I1114 and I1115, so V1104L may improve the interaction. About 30 of 
them also encodes K97E and a third of these genomes carry an additional spike substitution, 
V1177I (Fig. 5D). V1177I is adjacent to V1176F, a signature substitution of  g variant [20], and 
may confer evolutionary advantage. Thus, d1 subvariant has evolved and yielded d1H, which 
has evolved further and generated additional sublineages. 
 
A d2 sublineage and d1 subvariant as major pandemic drivers in Bahrain 
Distinct d subvariant profiles in Israel and Qatar led me to carry out a survey of the situation 
in other Middle East countries. In the GISAID database (accessed from October 27 to 30, 2021), 
few d genomes are available from Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, United Arabia Emirates and Yemen. 
There are 167 d genomes from Jordan and 165 of them belong to d1. Strikingly, 104 encodes 
spike S255F, indicating that this S255F-encoding d1 sublineage is the pandemic driver in the 
country. There are 80 and 159 d genomes from Lebanon and Oman, respectively, but mutation 
profiling yielded typical d subvariant composition observed in India. By contrast, there are 
many more d genomes (321) available from Bahrain. Moreover, these genomes show a distinct 
feature (see below). In addition, like Israel and Qatar, a vaccination program has been rolled 
out competitively. Thus, I analyzed these genomes from Bahrain in details. 

As shown in Fig. 6A, there have been multiple waves of COVID-19 cases in Bahrain, 
with the latest peaked on May 29, 2021 and being the worst. The initial portion of the wave 
was due to a variant, whereas the later part is because of d variant (Fig. 1A-B). Different from 
Israel and Qatar, Bahrain rolled out its initial 2-dose vaccination program relying heavily on 
the inactivated virus vaccine from Sinopharm. However, mRNA-based vaccine was also 
adopted as boosters. The pace of vaccination is more similar to that in Qatar than it was in 
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Israel. By the end of June 2021, its population vaccination rate reached 56.5%. Coincident with 
the progress of vaccination, the wave dropped sharply after its peak on May 29, 2021 and 
reached the bottom at the beginning of July 2021 (Fig. 6A). Since then, there have been no 
major new waves of cases, which may in part due to the booster program that started in the 
country in June 2021. 

To determine how d subvariants may have contributed to the surging wave of COVID-
19 cases and affected effectiveness of the vaccination program in Bahrain, I carried out 
mutation profiling of 321 d genomes identified in the country. As shown in Fig. 6C, 70% of the 
genomes encodes d1 subvariant and 30% carries P822L of NSP3. P822L is specific to d2, d3 
and d4 [15-17]. A similar number of genomes encode spike A222V (Fig. 6D), so the P822L-
encoding genomes are due to d2 subvariant. Strikingly, an extra NSP3 substitution, A1736V, 
and an extra spike substitution, V1264L, are present in about 100 genomes (Fig. 6C-D). 
Importantly, these two substitutions are encoded in the same set of d2 genomes, suggesting that 
these genomes correspond to a new variant, referred to d2L, where the letter L denotes L1264. 
A similar d2 sublineage has been described previously [16]. One difference is that the NSP3 
substitution is absent in the one described previously [16]. In the GISAID database (accessed 
on Oct 27, 2021), there are 490 d2L genomes that also encode A1736V of NSP3.  

As shown in Fig. 6B,  d2L was predominant in Bahrain during May 2021 when the 
COVID-19 wave was surging. Thus, this sublineage was the main pandemic driver in the 
country. It was still dominant in June and July 2021, but d1 subvariant started to rise in June 
and became dominant in August 2021. The apparent decline in September and October might 
be related to insufficient genomes for a convincing conclusion (Fig. 6B). Thus, d2L was a major 
pandemic driver in May and June 2021, but d1 subvariant has gradually gained dominance 
since then. These results also suggest that despite its extra spike and NSP3 substitutions (Fig. 
6C-D), d2L is still less virulent than d1 subvariant. This conclusion is in agreement with what 
was observed with d2L in the USA [17]. 
 
Function finetuning by spike substitutions in new variants from Israel, Qatar and Bahrain  
As shown in Fig. 7A, spike protein is composed of multiple domains: N-terminal domain, 
receptor-binding domain, fusion peptide, fusion peptide proximal region, heptad-repeat regions 
1 and 2, transmembrane motif and C-terminal cytoplasmic tail [21]. I693S is close to the furin-
cleave site (Fig. 7A). Structurally I693 forms hydrophobic interaction with V656, so I693S 
may disrupt this interaction and affects the local region around the furin cleavage site. I712 is 
part of a hydrophobic core formed with F1075, V1094 and V1096 of S2 domain, so I712S may 
destabilize this core. Thus, I693S and I712S in d1H2 from Qatar (Figs 5C & 7F) may synergize 
with each other. 

A recent study showed that fusion peptide proximal region is critical for virus-cell 
fusion [21]. T791 is close the S2’ cleavage site between R815 and S816 (Fig. 7B). The side 
chain of T791 is 4.5 Å away from L806, so T791I may confer hydrophobic interaction between 
L806 and I791 (Fig. 7D). However, it remains unclear whether d1I is more virulent than d1 
itself. This sublineage does not appear so at least in Israel (Fig. 1D), where vaccination had 
reached to a high level in June 2021 (Fig. 1A). It remains a possibility that d1I is more virulent 
than d1 itself with vaccination-naïve population. 

There are some genomes encoding I850L (Fig. S3B). This is recurrent and has been 
identified in many other variants, suggesting its importance. I850 is located within the fusion 
peptide proximal region (Fig. 7A-B). The side chain is 4.8 Å away from A829 of fusion peptide, 
so I850L may improve the hydrophobic interaction between L850 and A829 (Fig. 7E). Thus, 
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the I850L-encoding sublineage (referred to as d1L3) may also be more virulent than d1 itself. 
Of relevance, this sublineage accounts for a significant portion of d genomes identified in 
Turkey, where d1L3 has acquired spike N501Y and yielded a new sublineage (Fig. 7F). N501Y 
is shared by a, b and g variants of concern ) [2-4], but absent in d variant itself  and d [5] (Fig. 
6A). Moreover, N501Y is known to improve interaction of the original SARS-COV-2 spike 
protein with the ACE2 receptor [22]. Thus, it will be important to assess whether this 
substitution also confers advantage to d1 subvariant. 

V1264 is located at the C-terminal cytoplasmic tail (Fig. 7C). This tail is important for 
cytoplasmic trafficking [23,24]. Moreover, the cytoplasmic tail facilitates the expression of 
spike protein on cell surface and promotes syncytia formation between infected cells [25]. A 
described previously [17], V1264L confers an acidic dileucine motif to spike protein because 
residues 1157-1262 are acidic and residue 1265 is leucine (Fig. 7C). Such a motif may affect 
endocytosis of many membrane-associated receptors of the resulting protein [26-28] and 
mediates clathrin- and AP2-dependent endocytosis of the HIV-1 envelope protein [29]. Like 
V1264L, both E1258D and D1259H are located at the cytoplasmic tail (Fig. 7C). Both affect 
an diacidic motif and may also affect spike protein trafficking [30]. Thus, E1258D, D1259H 
and V1264L may finetune the function of spike protein by altering its cytoplasmic tail. 

Shown in Fig. 7F is a cartoon about the relationship of d and its subvariants. Four 
subvariants (d1, d2, d3 and d4) were initially identified in India [15]. d1 has acquired spike 
T791I and yielded d1I, which was initially identified in April 2021 in Texas, USA. In Europe, 
d1I acquires Q9L of nucleocapsid protein and gives rise to d1I1, but this new lineage has not 
been identified in Israel. d1 has evolved and yielded d1H by acquiring spike D1259H (Fig. 7F). 
Moreover, this sublineage has evolved further and generated additional lineages (Fig. 7F). 
Based on what observed in Qatar and other countries (Fig. 5), d1H and its sublineages are 
alarming. They are perhaps much more alarming than d1I identified in Israel and d1L 
uncovered in Bahrain. Among the three countries, the d subvariant composition in June 2021 
was perhaps the worst in Israel and the most favorable in Bahrain (Figs 1D, 3D & 6B). Notably, 
SARS-COV-2 genomic information is much more limited from other countries in the Middle 
East. Thus, it is important to enhance genomic surveillance and leverage it as the guiding light 
to combat this constantly evolving virus.  

 
Multiple factors contribute to the different pandemic outcomes in Israel and Qatar 
d1 subvariant became predominant in Israel but not Qatar in June 2021. Another difference is 
that starting in June 2021, a d1 sublineage (d1I) encoding spike T791I was identified in Israel 
but not in Qatar. The d1I fraction was 31.8% of all d genomes uncovered in June 2021 (Fig. 
1D). In addition to these two differences, vaccination was rolled out more slowly in Qatar (Fig. 
1A & 4A), so by the time d variant invaded both countries from April to June 2021, the 
population immunity level in Qatar might have not waned as it had in Israel. If so, this is a 
matter of luck as no one would have predicted such a coincidence. The fourth difference is that 
only Pfizer/BioNtech vaccine has been administrated in Israel [18,19], whereas Moderna 
vaccine has also been deployed in Qatar [31]. This vaccine confers immunity that does not 
decline as quickly as the Pfizer/BioNtech one [32]. The fifth difference is that the eventual 
vaccinated population has reached to a much higher level in Qatar (Figs 1A & 4A). The last 
possibility is whether there has been behavioral difference in the two populations in Israel and 
Qatar when public health measures were administrated. Therefore, multiple factors may have 
contributed to the different pandemic outcomes in the two countries. Importantly, the booster 
program in Israel has successfully controlled the recent surging wave [18,19], thereby proving 
an effective remedy to control d1 and its sublineages. Of relevance, boosters might have also 
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kept the pandemic control effective in Bahrain since July 2021. Therefore, achieving optimal 
immunity is an effective strategy to block d evolution and end the pandemic as swiftly as 
possible (Fig. 7F). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
SARS-COV-2 genome sequences, mutational profiling and phylogenetic analysis 
The genomes were downloaded the GISAID database (https://www.gisaid.org/) as specified in 
figure legends. CoVsurver (https://www.gisaid.org/epiflu-applications/covsurver-mutations-
app/) was used to analyze mutations on representative SARS-COV-2 genomes. Fasta files 
containing specific groups of genomes were downloaded from the GISAID database. During 
downloading, each empty space in the Fasta file headers was replaced by an underscore because 
such a space makes the files incompatible for subsequent mutational profiling, sequence 
alignment and phylogenetic analysis, as described with details in two other studies [15,33]. The 
Fasta headers were shortened and modified further as described [15,33]. The cleaned Fasta files 
were used for mutational profiling via Coronapp (http://giorgilab.unibo.it/coronannotator/), a 
web-based mutation annotation application [12,13]. Two cleaned Fasta files were also uploaded 
onto SnapGene (version 5.3.2) for multisequence alignment via the MAFFT tool, and RAxML-
NG version 0.9.0 [14] was used for subsequent phylogenetic analysis as described [15]. 
 
Defining different variant genomes using various markers 
a, b, g, d and other variant genomes were downloaded from the GISAID database as defined 
by the server. d subvariant genomes were defined as described [15]. Briefly, nucleocapsid 
substitutions G215C and R385K were used as markers for d1 or d3 genomes, respectively. 
Spike substitutions A222V and K77T were used as markers for d2 or d4 genomes, respectively. 
In Europe, there are many d1V genomes that also encode spike A222V, so the NSP3 
substitution P822L was used together with spike A222V to identify d2 genomes. As discussed 
previously [15], there are several limitations with these markers. But the limitations should not 
affect the overall conclusions. 
 
PyMol structural modeling 
The PyMol molecular graphics system (version 2.4.2, https://pymol.org/2/) from Schrödinger, 
Inc. was used for downloading structure files from the PDB database for further analysis and 
image generation. Structural images were cropped via Adobe Photoshop for further 
presentation through Illustrator. 
 
Pandemic and vaccination data 
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Pandemic and vaccination data were downloaded from the Our World in Data website 
(https://ourworldindata.org/explorers/coronavirus-data-
explorer?zoomToSelection=true&time=2020-03-
01..latest&facet=none&pickerSort=desc&pickerMetric=total_cases&Metric=Confirmed+cas
es&Interval=Cumulative&Relative+to+Population=false&Align+outbreaks=false&country=
~OWID_WRL) as a .csv file for further processing via Excel and figure generation through 
Prism 9.0 and Adobe Illustrator. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS  
Figure 1. SARS-COV-2 evolution causes multiple waves of COVID-19 cases in Israel. (A) 
Epidemiological curve and vaccination progress in the country. The curve is composed of five 
waves, peaked on April 04, 2020; July 25, 2020; September 28, 2020; January 17, 2021 and 
September 14, 2021. While  a variant was mainly responsible for the second half of the fourth 
wave, d variant acted as the predominant driver of the fifth wave. For preparation of this panel, 
the Our World in Data website was accessed on October 18, 2021. (B) Monthly distribution of 
SARS-COV-2 variant genomes detected in Israel. (C) Phylogenetic analysis of 140 d genomes 
identified in Israel by June 15, 2021. The analysis was carried out with the package RAxML-
NG, to generate 20 maximum likelihood trees and one bestTree for presentation via FigTree. 
The strain names and GISAID accession numbers of the genomes are provided in Fig. S1. The 
genomes were downloaded from the GISAID SARS-COV-2 genome sequence database on 
August 22, 2021. (D) Monthly distribution of d subvariant genomes identified in Israel. For 
preparation of panels B and D, the GASAID database was accessed on October 29, 2021. 
 
Figure 2. Mutation profiling of d genomes identified in Israel. (A-C) Mutation profile of the 
140 d genomes identified in Israel by June 15, 2021. The genomes were downloaded from the 
GISAID database on August 22, 2021 for mutation profiling via Coronapp [12,13]. Shown in 
(A) and (B) are substitutions in NSP3 and spike proteins, respectively, whereas panel C 
displays the mutation loads of the genomes (i.e., numbers of mutations that the genomes carry). 
(D) Mutation load distribution of 1,499 d genomes identified from September to October 2021. 
The genomes were downloaded from the GISAID database on October 29, 2021. See the 
Materials and Methods section about the markers used to identify the subvariants. 
 
Figure 3. SARS-COV-2 variants as pandemic drivers in Qatar. (A) Epidemiological curve and 
vaccination progress in the country. There have been three waves, peaked on June 03, 2020; 
April 15, 2021 and August 20, 2021. While  a and b variants contributed significantly to the 
second wave, d variant is the sole driver of the third wave. For preparation of this panel, the 
Our World in Data website was accessed on October 18, 2021. (B) Monthly distribution of 
SARS-COV-2 variant genomes detected in Qatar. (C) Phylogenetic analysis of the 182 d 
genomes identified in the country. The analysis was carried out through the package RAxML-
NG as in Fig. 1C. The strain names and GISAID accession numbers of the genomes are 
provided in Fig. S2. 178 of them were identified by June 30, 2021 and 4 genomes were 
identified from July-August 2021. The genomes were downloaded from the GISAID database 
on October 17, 2021. (D) Monthly distribution of d subvariant genomes detected in Qatar. For 
preparation of panels B and D, the GASAID database was accessed on October 26, 2021. (E) 
Mutation load distribution of the 182 d genomes. The genomes were subject to mutation 
profiling via Coronapp [12,13]. 
 
Figure 4. Mutation profiling of the 182 d genomes identified in Qatar. The genomes were 
downloaded from the GISAID database for mutation profiling as in Fig. 4E. Shown here in (A), 
(B) and (C) are substitutions in NSP3, spike and nucleocapsid proteins, respectively.  
 
Figure 5. Mutation profiling of d genomes identified in Qatar and around the world. (A-B) 
Mutation profiling of 363 d genomes identified in Qatar from August to September 2021. The 
genomes were downloaded from the GISAID database on October 26, 2021 for mutation 
profiling via Cronapp. Shown here in (A) and (B) are spike substitutions and the mutation load 
distribution, respectively. (C-D) Mutation profiling of spike D1259H-encoding d genomes 
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identified in different countries around the world. The genomes were downloaded for mutation 
profiling as in panel A. Shown here in (C) and (D) are spike substitutions and the mutation load 
distribution, respectively.  
 
Figure 6. SARS-COV-2 evolution drives the pandemic in Bahrain. (A) Epidemiological curve 
and vaccination progress in the country. Both a and d variants are responsible for the latest 
wave. For preparation of this panel, the Our World in Data website was accessed on October 
29, 2021. (B) Monthly distribution of SARS-COV-2 variant genomes detected in Bahrain. For 
preparation of the panel, the GASAID database was accessed on October 29, 2021. (C-D) 
Mutation profiling of 321 d genomes identified in the country. The genomes were downloaded 
from the GISAID database on October 27, 2021 for mutation profiling via Cronapp. Shown 
here in (A) and (B) are substitutions in NSP3 and spike proteins, respectively. Note that spike 
T95I is associated with d1 subvariant and spike G142D is not encoded by the genomes. 
 
Figure 7. Mechanistic impact of spike substitutions and a model about SARS-COV-2 evolution. 
(A) Domain organization of spike protein. Some key substitutions are shown in black and new 
substitutions to be described herein are in red. NTD, N-terminal domain; RBD, receptor-
binding domain; S1/S2, boundary of S1 and S2 domains after furin cleavage between residues 
R685 and S686; FP, fusion peptide; FPR, fusion peptide proximal region; HR1 and HR2, 
heptad-repeat regions 1 and 2, respectively; S2’, cleavage site between residues R815 and S816 
in S2 domain; TM, transmembrane motif; CT, C-terminal cytoplasmic tail. The domain 
organization was adapted from a published study [21]. (B-C) Sequence alignment of spike 
proteins from SARS-COV-2 and five other coronaviruses. The fusion peptide and its N-
terminal region are shown in panel B, whereas the cytoplasmic tail is displayed along with a 
portion of the transmembrane domain in panel C. (D) Structural details on spike T791I. T791 
is close to the S2’ cleavage site between R815 and S816 (A). The side chain of T791 is 4.5 Å 
away from L806, so T791I may confer hydrophobic interaction between L806 and I791. (E) 
Structural details on spike I850L. The side chain of I850 is 4.8 Å away from that of A829, so 
I850L may improve hydrophobic interaction between them. A829 is part of the fusion peptide 
(A-B), so I850L may finetune the cell fusion ability. Panels C-D are based on PyMol 
presentation of 6XRA from the PDB database. (F) Cartoon showing the relationship of d and 
its subvariants. Four subvariants (d1, d2, d3 and d4) were initially identified in India. d1 
acquires spike T791I and yields d1I. When it was identified in Israel in June 2021, it was a 
major d1 sublineage but its ratio has declined since then (Fig. 1D). In Europe, d1I acquires Q9L 
of nucleocapsid protein and gives rise to d1I1, but this new lineage has not been identified in 
Israel. d2L is a major variant in Bahrain but appears to be less competitive than d1 (Fig. 7B). 
d1H emerged suddenly as a key variant in Qatar in July 2021 and its sublineage d1H1 accounts 
almost all 24 genomes identified in Septemeber 2021. Moreover, some of the genomes also 
encode spike I693S and I712S. The resulting lineage carries four spike substitutions and one 
NSP15 substitution compared to d1 itself. Thus, d1H and its sublineages may be the most 
dangerous variants that have been identified in the Middle East. Despite these different d 
subvariants in in Israel, Qatar and Bahrain, the recent successful pandemic control in the 
countries suggests that optimal immunity through 2-dose vaccination and a subsequent booster 
constitutes an effective strategy. This continuous branching model is adapted from what has 
been presented [15-17,20,34]. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
This section includes 1) three supplementary figures with detailed information on the two 
phylogenetic trees and 2) four acknowledgement tables for the GISAID genomes used in this 
work. 
 
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE LEGENDS  
Figure S1. Phylogenetic analysis of 140 d genomes identified in Israel by June 15, 2021. The 
analysis was carried out via the package RAxML-NG, to generate 20 maximum likelihood 
trees and one bestTree for presentation via Figtree. The strain names and GISAID accession 
numbers of the genomes are detailed here, with an abbreviated version of three shown in Fig. 
3D. Note that during RAxML-NG analysis, when identical genomes were identified, only one 
such genome was left for analysis and the rest were automatically removed, so not all 140 
genomes are shown on the tree presented here. An abbreviated version of this tree is shown in 
Fig. 1C. 
 
Figure S2. Phylogenetic analysis of 182 d genomes identified in Qatar. The analysis was 
carried out as in Fig. 4C, with the strain names and GISAID accession numbers of the genomes 
detailed here. Note that during RAxML-NG analysis, when identical genomes were identified, 
only one such genome was left for analysis and the rest were automatically removed, so not all 
182 are shown on the tree presented here. 
 
Figure S3. Mutation profiling of the 1,499 d genomes identified in Israel from September to 
October 2021. The genomes were downloaded from the GISAID database for mutation 
profiling as in Fig. 2D. Shown here in (A), (B) and (C) are substitutions in NSP3, spike and 
nucleocapsid proteins, respectively.  
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